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Introduction

In a recent memoirf we showed that a surface S referred to a conjugate

system with equal point invariants admits of transformations into surfaces

upon which the parametric curves are of the same kind such that, if Si is a

transform, for the congruence ( G ) of lines joining corresponding points on

S and Si the developables cut these surfaces in the parametric curves, and

the focal points on any line of the congruence are harmonic with respect to

the points of S and Si on the line. In this case we say that S and Si are in

the relation of a transformation K. In the present memoir we consider the

particular case when the congruence ( G ) is a normal one. Surfaces orthogonal

to such a congruence have been considered by DemoulinJ who called them

surfaces 0. He gives practically no consideration to the surfaces S and Si

which are fundamental in the discussion of the present paper. They belong

to a particular class of surfaces, which we call surfaces C. It is by the charac-

terization of surfaces C and the establishment of transformations K of them

that we arrive at a general theory of transformations of surfaces Q.

As shown in § 2 surfaces C are characterized by the property that the

parametric conjugate system with equal point invariants is 2, 0 in the sense

of Guichard,§ the complementary function being the distance to a surface ß

normal to the congruence ( G ). From the general theory of systems 2,

0 it follows that the spheres whose centers lie on a surface C and whose radii

are equal to the complementary function envelop two surfaces upon which

the lines of curvature correspond, and these surfaces are said to be in the

relation of a transformation of Ribaucour. Hence there are two congruences

(G) associated with a surface C, and with each congruence another surface

C, namely the surface Si referred to above, but which hereafter will be called

the surfaces Co and C0.   We say that Co and C0 are the conjugate surfaces of C.

* Presented to the Society, January 1, 1915.

t These Transactions, vol. 15 (1914), pp. 397-430. A reference to an equation

of this memoir will be oí the form M. ( — ).

îComptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), pp. 590-593, 705-707, 927-929.
§Annales de l'école normale supérieure, ser. 3, vol. 14 (1897), pp.

467-516.
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The surface C and each of these surfaces are in the relation of a transformation

K such that the congruence (G) is normal.

In § 6 we establish the existence of transformations Km of surfaces C into

surfaces of the same kind, the subscript m denoting an essential constant

which enters in the equations of the transformation. We use the subscript

only in connection with transformations K which transform a surface C into a

surface C. Each of these transformations gives rise to a transformation of

the Ribaucour type of surfaces Í2, which we call a transformation Am.

In a previous paper we showed that transformations K admit a theorem of

permutability. We generalize it in the present memoir so as to give eight

surfaces interrelated by transformations K. By means of this result we

establish a theorem of permutability for the transformations Km of surfaces C

and for the transformations Am of surfaces Ü.

Demoulin* showed that with a given surface Í2 there is associated a second

surface £2 such that the two surfaces have the same spherical representation

of their lines of curvature. It can be shown that this relation is a special

case of the transformations Am.

An isothermic surface is a surface C, but in this case the congruence ( G )

is normal to C and hence C coincides with the surface ß determined by it.

Now the transformations Am are the well-known transformations Dm dis-

covered by Darboux and investigated at length by Bianchi.f

In the closing section we consider the case where a surface C is the middle

surface of the congruence ( G ), under which condition the surface Co is at

infinity. Now the surfaces normal to ( G ) are surfaces with isothermic spheri-

cal representation of their lines of curvature. We have studiedj the trans-

formations of these surfaces in a former memoir and now join the earlier results

with those of the present study.

When the Lie line-sphere transformation is applied to a surface 0, the

resulting surface possesses a conjugate system whose tangents form W-

congruences. Surfaces of this sort have been studied by Tzitzéica,§ who

called them surfaces R. A part of Demoulin's investigations have to do

with surfaces R. We content ourselves here with the remark that the results

of the present memoir establish the existence of transformations of surfaces

R, such that a surface and its transform are the focal surfaces of a IF-con-

gruence.H

In a subsequent memoir we shall put the equations of a transformation Am

in a different form and study certain types of surfaces fi.

* Loc. cit., p. 928.

t For a full discussion of this case, see M., pp. 422-428.

Î These Transactions,  vol. 9 (1908), pp. 149-177.

¡Comptes  Rendus,  vol. 153 (1911), p. 1127.

|| Cf. Tzitzéïca, loc. cit.
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1.   Equations of general transformations K

If S is a surface referred to a conjugate system with equal point invariants,

its cartesian coordinates x, y, z, are solutions of an equation of the form

d2e    diogfpdd + d\og^de _Q

dudv dv      du du     dv        '

where in general p is a function of u and v.    If öi is solution of this equation,

linearly independent of x, y, and z, and Xi is the function defined by

d\i _ ddi dXi _    ddi

(~} du~ ~ P du' dv ~ P dv '

the functions Xi, yi, Zi, given by equations of the form

dx

du

âxi p

~dv = ~X

i      P [ , . ddi dx 1
; = *X{Xl~x)'dTi + 9idu\'

^(.Tl_,)_ + öl-j,

are solutions of the equation

d^     dlogV^ 30'     dlogV^ W = 0
dud« d«       dw r3w       a« '

where

(5) Jpi = \i/Jpei.

Evidently the parametric curves on Si, whose cartesian coordinates are

Xi, 2/i, and Zi, form a conjugate system with equal point invariants. More-

over, we have shown* that for the congruence ( G) of lines joining correspond-

ing points on S and Si the latter points are harmonic with respect to the

focal points.    The coordinates of the focal points are of the form

Xi xi - p8i x Xi xi 4- pfli x

{ j Xi - pdi    ' Xi + pBi    •

If 2u denotes the angle between the coordinate curves at a point of S,

and if Xi, Yi, Zi and X2, Y2, Z2 denote the direction-cosines of the bisectors

of the angles between the tangents to these curves at the point, we have

(7) y = VÊ(coso)Zi - sin íoJ¡),       y = a/G ( cos w Xx 4- sin w X2 ),

where E, F, and G are the fundamental coefficients of S and

(8) F = V£G cos 2w.
* M., p. 400.
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We introduce three functions ai, 61, wi by the equation

(9) xi - x = —r- (ai Xi + 61 X2 + wiX),
mi Ai

where mi is an arbitrary constant, it being understood that similar equations

hold for yi and Zi with the same functions ai, 61, Wi.

When the above expression for xi is substituted in equations (3), we find

that ai, 61, wi must satisfy the equations

-p- = - tmi(Xi - p0i) VË cos co + 61 A + wiDf(2*Œcos co),
ou

-^ = - mi ( \i + p0i ) \G cos w - 61 B + wi D"/(2 Vg" cos co),
ÖV

(10) "T-1 = mi (Xi - p0i) v£ sin co - ai A - Wi D/(2 v£ sin co),

Ah

-Z1 =• - m! (Xi + p0i ) a/G sin co + a! ß + wi D"/(2 VG sin co),
ov

dm _ D   (   O!    _   61   \ 3j£i _   _ Z?" /   at 61   \

dw 2VË\C0Sa'     sin co/' ö« 2VG\COSco     sinco/'

where

V^aiogv^  . oco VGdlogVp  . dco
(11) ^4 = -7= —5- sin 2co — —,        ß = -=; —5-sin 2co — -r-.
v    y -{G      dv du V£     dtt ôî)

If we put for the sake of brevity

(12) T\ = a\ + b\ + ic\,
it follows from (10) that

Ti -r— = mi( p0i — Xi ) yE ( ai cos co — 61 sin co ),
ou

(13)
dT

Ti -t— = — mi ( p0i + Xi ) VG ( ai cos co + 61 sin co ).

2.   Characterization of surfaces fl

In the preceding section we denotad by (G) the congruence formed by the

lines joining corresponding points on a surface S and on a surface arising from

S by a transformation K. We consider now the case when such a congruence

( G ) is a normal. We shall find that the surface S is not a general one. Any

surface which leads to such a normal congruence we call a surface C. We

assume that such a surface is known and we denote by Go the conjugate

surface which with G determines the congruence.    We indicate by a subscript
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zero functions belonging to Co and also the functions which define the trans-

formation K from C into Co. Furthermore, we say that Co is in the relation

of a transformation K0 to C.

From (9) and (12) it follows that the distance between corresponding points

M and M0 on C and C0 is 7VX0 m0. Hence the coordinates x, y, z, of a

point on the line MM0 are of the form

/i a\ - , t\o uiq
(14) x = x 4- —fF— ixo- x).

l o

In order that this point describe a surface S normal to the lines of the con-

gruence ( 6? ), it is necessary and sufficient that

ÖT fix
EOo - a-)^ = 0,       £Oo - a-)— = 0.

In consequence of equations (13) these conditions lead to

dt      4Ë, .       .  x      „
■=- 4-  T - ( cos w «o — sin w 60 ) = 0,
OÍ¿ i o

(15)

— 4- __ ( cos w «o 4- sin w 6o ) = 0.
dv      To

If these equations be differentiated with respect to v and u respectively, we

have

(16) C + (p0o + Xo)£> = 0,       C- (P0o-Xo)Z) = O,

where we have put for the sake of brevity

d2¿       a logVp" dt_     d log Vp of

âwde d»      Ö!/ a«      dv'

D = ?n0 a/PG ( «2 cos2 co - 62 sin2 co - 7'2 cos 2co T¡ ).

From the form of (16) it follows that C and D must be zero. The first shows

that I is a solution of equation (1) and the second necessitates

(17) a2, cos2 co — 6¡j sin2 co — Tl cos 2co = 0.

In consequence of (12) this equation may be written in the form

(17') ( 6¿ 4- ui ) cos2 co - ( al + w¡ ) sin2 co = 0.

From equations (8), (15), and (17) it follows that

dx dx      dy dy     dz dz      dt dt

du dv      du dv      du dv     du dv
Tram. Am. Math. Soc. 10
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Hence x2 + y2 + z2 — t2 is a solution of equation (1) as well as t. Adopting

the notation of Guichard,* we have that the parametric conjugate system

on C is 2,0 the complementary function being t.

It is a well-known factf that when a conjugate system 2, 0 is known on

any surface 2, the spheres whose centers lie on 2 and whose radii are equal

to the complementary function are enveloped by two surfaces, upon which

the lines of curvature correspond to the given conjugate system on 2. More-

over, this is a characteristic property of envelopes of spheres with lines of

curvature in correspondence. It is our purpose to show that when the system

2, 0 has equal point invariants the two envelopes are surfaces £2.

Let x, y, z denote the cartesian coordinates of a surface S referred to its

lines of curvature, X, Y, Z the direction-cosines of its normal, pi, p2 its

principal radii of curvature. The point whose cartesian coordinates x, y, z

are defined by

(19) x = x--¿X,       y = y--öY,       z = z--ñZ,

describes a surface S upon which the parametric system is conjugate and

2,0, provided that a and ß are functions of u and v satisfying the equations§

da dß     „ da dß     „
20 —+ Pl-^ = o,        —+ p2-^ = 0.

du du dv dv

In this case S is one of the sheets of the envelope of the spheres with centers

on S and of radius a/ß.

The functions for S satisfy

dx dX     n dx dX     n

and similar equations in y and z. Moreover, x, y, and z are solutions of the

equation

(22) dudv ' dvh^Edu + -dul°^Gdv'

where E and G are the first fundamental coefficients of S.

With the aid of (21) we obtain from (19) by differentiation

(23)

dx

du

dx

dv

~(i+—\(— -- — x"\
V^ßPJ\du   ßduA)'

*Annales  de  l'école  normale  supérieure,  ser. 3, vol. 14 (1897), pp.

467-516.
t Cf. Darboux, Leçons sur la théorie générale des surfaces, vol. II, Paris, 1889, p. 326.

§ Cf. Darboux, 1. c, p. 339.
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The Codazzi equations for S may be written*

(24) ui).(i_iyjspß_   ui).n.iyj^ä.
dv\pi/      \p2     pij       dv du\p2;      \pi     p2)       du

From (20) and (24) we have

d_(a_\_(*      ̂ \J_<^     «fl      1 \ ^ log \Jg
du\ßp2)~\    + ßpjp2ßdu + ß\Pl~ p2)      du      '

(25)

dv\ßpi)~\      + ßP2jßpidv+ ß\P2        pj

1 1 \ d log yJE
dv

Making use of these formulas, we obtain from (23) by differentiation and

reduction

« ks-s*[^(i+s;)]£+5;*[^(1+s;)]
dx

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that S have equal point invari-

ants is

<27) *log(fl±£/&A_(,

It is our purpose to show that when this condition is satisfied, the point M'

harmonic to M with respect to the centers of principal curvature of S de-

scribes a conjugate system with equal point invariants, and that consequently

S is a surface fl.

If we put

(28) x' = x-j,X,      y' = y-j,Y,      z' = l-j,Z,

the necessary and sufficient condition that the point M' ( x', y', z' ) is the

harmonic of M with respect to the centers of principal curvature of S, the

coordinates of these centers being of the form

(29) x4-PiX,       X4-P2X,

is that a' and ß' satisfy the condition

* E., pp. 157, 181. A reference of this sort is to the author's Differential Geometry, Ginn

and Co., Boston, 1909.
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In conformity with equation (30) we define a function a by the equations

'-'[¿(l+èK(1+s;)]'
(31)

"-'[(1+k)+(1+k)]-
In order that the point M' shall describe a conjugate system 2,0, it is

necessary and sufficient that a' and ß' be a pair of solutions of equations (20).

Expressing this condition, we find that a must satisfy the equations

d loga a + ßp2_dpi      d_ ßpi\G

du     ~ (pi - P2)(a + ßpi) du + du °ga + ßpi'

d log a_a + ßpi_dpj      d ßp2\E

dv ( p2 — pi ) ( a + ßp2 ) dv      dv       a + ßp2'

With the aid of equations (24) and (25) we reduce these equations to the

form

d log a _    1   da       d f\_      1\ d ßpiyß

du ßp[ du + du    g V p2     pi / +    du    g a + ßpi '

d-^ = ±^ + l[og(l-k) + 2±\og^-
dv ßP2dv^dv    S\pi     P2)        dv    Sa + ßp2

In consequence of formulas (20) and (24) and the fact that a is a solution

of equation (22) (which also is a consequence of these equations), it follows

that
d (J_da\      ^_(J_dayda\       d_(J_da\

i du J      du\ ßp2 dv Jdv \ßp

Hence the condition of integrability of equations (32) reduces to (27), and

consequently the point M', harmonic to M with respect to the centers of

principal curvature of S, describes a surface upon which the parametric curves

form a conjugate system 2,0. Moreover, from (27) and (30) it follows that

this conjugate system has equal point invariants.

Equation (27) may be replaced by

ß + a/pi = ü,ßv,        ß + a/pt = wißu,

where co is a function to be determined, and U and V are functions of u and v

alone respectively.    Solving these equations for a and ß, we obtain

c3(A/GF-A/Ii/)pip2 a      ü(p2A/If7-prv/G>)
a = -,        ß = - .

P2 — Pi P2 — Pi
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In order that these functions satisfy equations (20), the function co must be

such that

3 log«     4vUdu{l,pl)

(33)

^EUdu^'Hl' d ,     / 1       1\     n
-f= TF -pi P2  - T- log I   —-1  =  0,
Jq y  Pi - pi ou   °\pi    pi)

_    d
^GVdv{l/fh) «9,     (I       1\      n

^TJ-P7-Pl p^2-¿-^{p-rk) = °-

+
ou

d
djogjo      yJGVdv{l/pi)

dv

Expressing the consistency of these equations, we obtain

(34)   a(\'It/£(1/pi)      ). aljGvhwrt      )

which is the characteristic equation of surfaces Í2 given by Demoulin* without

proof.

3.   Properties of surfaces C.   Determination of surfaces Go

From the preceding section we have

Theorem I. A surface C is characterized by the property that it possesses a

conjugate system with equal point invariants and that the point equation admits

a solution t such that x2 + y2 + z2 — t2 also is a solution, where x, y, and z are

the cartesian coordinates of C.

We shall investigate these surfaces C, and understand that in what follows

the conjugate system 2, O with equal point invariants is parametric.

If we put

{du)  +(ofj  + {fu)  -{dû)  =a'2'

it follows that
00*+(UNI)'-(£)*-.

jv log a Vp = 0,        ^ log 7 Vp" = 0.

Hence the parameters can be chosen so that

a = r = 1/Vp.
Accordinglv we have

<*>        *-(£)*-;■ »-{%)'-Ï-
* Loc. cit., p. 707.
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Since by hypothesis x2 4- y2 4- z2 — t2 is a solution of equation (1), we have

also
dt dt

(36) F-f-T = 0.v du dv

Equations (35) may be replaced by

(37) P- = VP- 1/p,       |í = VG - 1/p,dw or

if the signs of the parameters u and u are suitably chosen.

Now equation (36) may be written

(38) P= (P-l/p)4(G-l/p)è.

Moreover, the consistency of equations (37) requires that

(39) ¿(P-l/p);=£(G-l/p)*.

Equations (38) and (39) characterize a surface C. For, if they are satisfied,

the function t defined by (37) satisfies (1) and x2 4- y2 + z2 — f also is a

solution in consequence of (38).

We have shown* that when the point equation of a surface is of the form

(1) the following identities hold

dVP ^ d log -fp       ,- dlogV^
-5— = — VP —-VG cos 2co —r-,

dv dv du

(40)
a vg        r- d log V^    ,-        d log Vp"
-5— = - VG —^-VPcos 2co —~--,

ou du dv

where 2co is the angle between the parametric curves. Also in this case the

Christoffel symbols formed with respect to the linear element of the surface

represent the following expressions:

,„,      dlogVP     „       „   dco      VP       n   dlogVp
1    =—f-+ 2cot2co7-^cos2co—~-,

du du      VG dv      '

PóMogV^     n VP     1     oco
i2'      G      dv VGsin2coöM'

(41)

I2.2!
gajogV^ _   Vg   1   aco
E     du " VP sin 2co do '

diogVG ¿co    Vg        aiogVp
.-4- 2 cot 2co -r-— 7= cos 2co-.
dv dv      VP du

*M., p. 419.
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We suppose that a surface C is known and we seek a conjugate surface Go

in the sense of § 2. To this end we introduce three functions ao, 60, T0 by

the equations

To   M_jj,   i jA
2 cos co \ VP d?i      JO dv)'

(42)

0     2 sin co \VPdw      <Gdv)'

If in the first four of equations (10) we replace the subscript 1 by 0 and

require that a0 and 60 as given by (42) shall satisfy these equations, the re-

sulting equations of condition are reducible by means of (40) and (41) to

-du~ = mo(Xo - pdo) du'       ~dV = TOo(Xo + P(,o)o~v>

(43)

Wo D" = — (
P

From the definition of the Christoffel symbols* it follows that

*M+*m-~,       m2|4-G{°22}=;~,

£logP/V^={Ví,     ¿logPTVp=í222!,

where

H = AÍPG - F2 = VPG sin 2co.

In consequence of these identities and equations (35) and (36) we have

ai ,nndú_du__( n, , iiogV^y
ilt du~*~x,idv     du2 ^ti/i"     du     )l

dt

pdu~

(44)

and

d i     u   /   dt
= -duXogHplPd-u'

[lidu+Í2Ídv~dv2~ ~V2Ï +      dv    )/Pd~v

= -¿log Hp/pfv,

(45) 0*    ,«    i*       ,*    **        i«
dw dv     p dw dw dî> p d?;

* E., pp. 152, 153.
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If in the last two of equations (10) we replace the subscript 1 by 0 and

substitute for w0 the expression

(46) ioo=To/Hp,

the resulting equations are reducible by means of (44) and (45) to

■^ • ̂  log Hp,

H     = m0(Xo + p0o) - lo   fo- foWgHp,

DTq

H
(47)

which in consequence of (44) are equivalent to the last two of equations (43).

If we substitute in the first two of equations (43) the values of Xo — p0o

and Xo + p0o given by (47), the resulting equations are reducible by means

of (46) to
,... d D dt a D"dt
(48) du]°gWo=Hdu:'       d-vl°ëWo=lTd-v-

With the aid of the Codazzi equations* for G the condition of integrability

of equations (48) is reducible to

7)r/diogVp        \at    /diogV^_ m\an
Hl\     dv     +t,'J3» + \     du Ut)dv]

(49)
D"V(dlogy,p \dt ,/dIogVp      fin\an

" H Lv   a«    +iliJdv + \   dv     ~Í2ÍJ'du\-

Because of (35), (36), and (44) the expression in the first parenthesis can be

given the form

->£(*ro+'«>-££i-^)-
From the general definition of the Christoffel symbols it follows that

Hence for the special values (35) and (36) the quantity in the parenthesis

vanishes identically. The same is true of the coefficient of D"/H in (49).

Recapitulating we see that the function wQ is given by the quadratures (48),

and the other functions a0, 60, X0, 0o follow directly from (42), (46), and (47).

Hence we have

Theorem II.    When a surface C is known, a set of solutions of equations

(1), (2), and (10) can be found by a quadrature; the corresponding transform of C

* Cf. E., p. 156.
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is a surface Co such that lines joining corresponding points on C and C0 form a

normal congruence*

4.    Fundamental functions of surfaces ü

In this section we determine the expressions for the fundamental coefficients

of a surface Ü in terms of the functions for G and the transformation functions

by which G0 is obtained.

If S denotes a surface normal to the congruence of joins of corresponding

points on C and C0, its coordinates, x, y ,z, are expressible thus :

(50) x = x + tX,       y = y + tf,       z = z + tZ,

where as follows from (14) and (9)

., _ y. -t

(51) X = '—jj,— Xo mo — ifr ( a0 Xx + 60 X2 + w0 X ),
■i o -/o

and similar expressions for Y and Z.

With the aid of (3) and (43) we obtain from the first of these expressions

for X the following:

~= -^(Xo-p0ü)(~ + ^Xj,

(52)
dX m0/, „ . /dx     dt —\
-JT= - «r- (Xo + P0o   U" + -r X    .
dv V o \dv      dv     J

Making use of these results, we derive from (50)

doc
du

(53)
dx

dv

r m0t „ „ ,~\( dx      dt -\
= [l-To(Xo-p0„)J(^ + ^x),

mot , „ . 1 f dx     dt —\= ^__A(XO + P0O)J(- + -Z).

A comparison of (52) and (53) shows that the principal radii of normal

curvature of S are given by

_To_, _n_
Pl      r7iO(Xo-p0o)        '        P'      mo(Xo + p0o)

From (35), (36), (42), and (51) we obtain the following identities

~(dx , dt -\-    ^(d.v   dt-\2   i

y^idx      dt -\(dx     dt -\      n

^{du + duX){¥v+ôvX) = 0-

: The limiting case when Co is at infinity is considered in § 12.
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Hence if E, F, G and D, D', D" denote the first and second fundamental

coefficients of S, we have from (52) and (53)

(M) V5-[i-%'(x„ + A,]i

ö=|-0(Xo-pöo):V,        D"=7^(\o4-pdo)^Ç,
í o Vp ■* o Vp

F = P> = 0.

If we make use of equations analogous to (2) and (12), we can obtain with-

out difficulty from the above values for pi and p2 the expressions

dpi _ Tp /     dfl0 ,   ff aß \

du     m0 ( Xo - pöo )2 V "P du du J '

dpi_TQ Í     ddo dp\

dv ==      TOo(Xo4-pöo)2\"P dv + a°dvJ-

It is readily shown that equation (34) is satisfied by these expressions.

5.    Determination of the surfaces C'0

In § 2 we remarked that S is one of the sheets of the envelope of spheres

with centers on C and radii equal to f. Let S' denote the other sheet. Evi-

dently it also is a surface fi, on account of the symmetry of the problem.

If so, there is a surface C'„ conjugate to C, such that the lines joining corre-

sponding points on C and C0 are the normals to S' (cf. §2). We seek now

the values of the functions a'0, b'0, w'0, 0O, X„, which determine this special

transformation.

From equations (15) it follows that

a'0/T'o = a0/T0,       b'0/T'„ = b0/T0.

From the definition of T0 and T'0 (cf. equation (12)) it is necessary that

w'o/wo = ± T'0/To.

If we take the upper sign we have

«ó/«o = 6ó/60 = w'o/wo = T'o/To = a,

where cr denotes a factor of proportionality, which is found to be a constant

when these values of a'B, b'0, w'B are substituted in
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dw'0 = _   D   /   a'0    _    60   \

du 2 Vp \cos w     sin co / '

öc 2 VG V cos w     sin co / '

equations analogous to the last two of (10).    From (43) it follows that

Xo — ffXo,       0o = coo,       mo = mo,

and from equations analogous to (9) we see that in this case G0 and G0 coincide.

We consider now the other possibility of sign, and have

aó/«o = 6ó/60 = — w'o/wo - T'o/To = <r.

When these values are substituted in (55), the resulting equations are re-

ducible to

^log awl = 0,        ^log <rw\ = 0.

Hence awl is a constant, which may be taken equal to unity in all generality

and so we have

(56) a'o = ao/wl,       b'0 = b0/wl,       w'0 = — l/w0,       T'0 = T0/wl.

From the last two of these equations and (46) we get

(57) w'o= - T'o/Hp,

which is consistent with equations analogous to (48) and those from which

it was derived, as there indicated. It is evident that the values for «Ó and b'0

satisfy equations analogous to (42).

When the expression (57) for T'0 is substituted in

dT'o >(X' »>^dt dT'o       m'(V-L    fl'ïdÎ
fa - mo(X» - f>d^Yu' ~dv~ = m"(X° + p6a) dv'

the resulting equations are reducible by (43), (48), and (56) to

•t\>        a'\      m°f\ a \      2T° D
m0i\ — p00) = Z2 (.*o — ptfo) — —»  7r,

wo ttf0   n

58)
'fV j    *'s     m°^   x   /M     2ToD"

m0i\ 4- p00) = ~2-(Xo 4- pöo) -—r -»•
Wo Wq    a

From these with the aid of (47) we obtain

o(X0-pO = -^(\o- Pdo) +2To/wl^-^ulogHp,

o(X„ + P0„) = -p(Xfl 4- pBo) 4- 2To¡wljv-j\og Hp.

( 9
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It is readily shown that these values satisfy equations for C0 analogous to

the last two of (43).

By making use of (46) we obtain from (58)

m'a K = JXo -zr(D" + D),
t^O ÍÜ0

(60)

< 0O =—2do--(D"-D).
tl>¡¡ Wo

With the aid of equations (48) and the Codazzi equations* for G we show that

these values for Xn and 0O satisfy the equations

d_x_; = _   <K       d^=   de¡
du du ' dv dv

Hence the transformation functions as given by (56), (57), and (60) satisfy

all the necessary and sufficient conditions, and we have

Theorem III. With a surface C there are associated two unique surfaces

Co and Co such that the lines joining points on either of these surfaces and the

corresponding points of C form a congruence normal to a surface Q.

The determination of these conjugate surfaces can be effected without

quadrature in consequence of the statement at the beginning of the present

section, but the determination of the functions X, 0, a, 6, w requires a quad-

rature.
6.    Transformations Km of surfaces C

We establish now transformations K of a surface G into surfaces of the

same kind. Let Gi be one of the new surfaces and 0i the solution of equation

(1) determining this transformation. From § 1 it follows that the coordinates

Xi, 2/1, zi are given by equations of the form (3). It is evident that h, deter-

mined by the equations

dh      pY, s d0j      „  dt~\
^- = f    íi -¿br+ 01 j-  ,du      Ai L du du J

(61)

dv Ai| dv dvJ

is a solution of the point equation of Ci, namely (4). By the definition of the

surface G the function x2 + y2 + z2 — t2 also is a solution of equation (1).

If the equations which result when t and t\ in (61) are replaced by x2 + y2

+ z2 — t2 and x\ + y\ + z\ — t\, respectively, are satisfied, then Gi is a

surface of the same kind as C. When we express this condition, the resulting

equations are reducible to

* E., p. 155.
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ir,g + »(s(*-.)£-rt-i)£)-0,
(62)

r,§+»(j:c-.)ë-«i-oS)-o,

where we have put

(63)        Wi = £ (*! - a-)2 - (fi - f )2 = ( ri/Xi mi)2 - (h - f )2,

the latter being a consequence of (9) and (12) and J^ indicating as usual sum-

mation with respect to x, y, and z.

By means of (61) and the formulas of § 1 we find

dWi     Xi + pff, dfli T„ 1   f.dBi     ad\i\u/
X^r toWt~Ml\Kldú~8lto)Wu

i - P9i ddl 1    /     ddi      . d\i\

du

aw i
dv

Hence, to within a constant factor, Wi is equal to Öi/Xi.    We consider later

the case where this factor is equal to zero.    For the case where the constant

is not equal to zero we put

(64) Wi = 20i,/Xi mi.

In consequence of this result and of (7), (8), and (15) equations (62) may

be put in the form

ddi

du
4- *P I ( cos co ai — sin co 6i ) + (fi — f ) —™— (cos co «0

— sin co 60 )     = 0,

(65)    d9i       _j- miXj J
-t;—h V G    ( cos co «i 4- sin co 6i ) 4- ( fi — f ) ~if— ( cos co a0
ov L ^o

4- sin co 60)     =0.

Thus it is seen that by the above choice of the constant of integration in (64)

the constant mi does not now appear with both di and Xi, as it does in (9),

and consequently it is a significant constant.    It is readily found that di,

as given by (65), satisfies equation (1), in consequence of (9), (61), and (43).

From (63), (64), and (12) we have

(65') 2wii 0i Xi = «, 4- 6, + w\ - m\ X, (fi - t)2.

Hence we have

Theorem IV.    When a surface C is known, each set of functions 0i, Xi,

«i, 6i, wi, h satisfying the completely integrable system of equations (2), (10),
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(61), and (65), and in the relation (Ob'), determines a transformation of C into a

surface of the same kind.

The general solution of this system of equations involves five essential

constants in addition to mi.

The transformation from G into C0 (cf. § 2) likewise satisfies these condi-

tions.    In fact, in this case equations (62) become

(-i^+t -t)\(-^-t +tY-9-ï
\X0mo      °      /L\Xom0      °       J du

(66)

(&+-OK
+ —Tf,— ( cos co a0 — sin co 6o )     = 0,

'0 -I

Xo m0 / dv

n
(cos co a0 + sin co 60)

] = 0.

This equation is satisfied if we have

(67) to = t - Toßomo,

as are also equations analogous to (61).

Since the surfaces C and Go bear similar relations to S, we have analogous

to (14) the equation

/co\ - , ¿o X0 m0
(68) x = xo + —™—(xo-x),

^o

which is consistent with (14) in consequence of (67).

Conversely we shall show that if the function t0 of a surface Go arising

from C by a transformation Km is in the relation (67) to t for C, then the lines

joining corresponding points on C and Co form a normal congruence. In

fact, if we substitute this value of t0 in (61) and make use of (13)^ we get

equations (15), which are the necessary and sufficient condition that S defined

by (14) is normal to the joins of corresponding points on C and Co.

Comparing (63) and (67), we see that W is zero in this case. Moreover,

from the results of the preceding paragraph, it follows that W is zero only in

the case of the transformations giving the conjugate surfaces Co and Có.

7.   Generalized theorem of permutability of general

transformations K

In our previous paper* we established a theorem of permutability for

transformations K.    We shall recall the results and make a generalization

* M., p. 406.
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which will be of service in the development of the theory of the transforma-

tions K for the kind of surfaces under discussion in the present paper. In

this section we use the term surface <S to denote any surface referred to a

conjugate system with equal point invariants.

Suppose that 0i and 02 are two linearly independent solutions of (1) and

that Si and S2 are the surfaces arising from the surface S by the transforma-

tions K determined by these functions. The cartesian coordinates Xi, yi, Zi',

x2, y2, z2 of Si and S2 are given by equations of the form (3), namely

dxi     p\ ddi dx 1
-du- = WXi-x)du- + eidTl\

p[ , , ôô» o\r~|
(69) " .. (¿ = 1,2),

dxj

dv

where in accordance with (2)

,„„, dXi ddi d\i        ddi

(70) 'du~=~pdu~'       ~dv' = P~dv'-

From (4) it follows that the functions defined by (69) satisfy the corre-

sponding equation

»,v d2c6i      d X¿   d<bi      d X,   dc6¿
(71) ~E~E~ + T~ l°g ~r=~"5-r t-log-p--r- = 0 (i = l,2).

dudv     dv    ° Vp0,- du      du    ° 4pQi dv

These equations, for i = 1 and 2, are satisfied also by the functions 0i2 and 02i

respectively, defined by

du{diAi)=P{6i^~ei'du1)

(72) (¿,¿ = 1,2; i+j).
d (    ddj d6i\
fo(6ij\) = - pyi-fo - Q>-fo )

As thus defined the functions 0i2 and 02i are determined only to within

the additive functions c¿/X¿ respectively, where c¡ is an arbitrary constant.

Hereafter in speaking of two such functions we assume that the constants

are so chosen that

(73) Bu \i + 6ji \j = 0 (t+i),

which evidently is consistent with (72).

If we put

(74) P.- = X2/p02, «-1,8),

equations (71) are of the same form as equation (1). The functions X12

and X21 which together with 0i2 and 02i give transformations of Si and S2

respectively are given by
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,_r. d\i Xi don dX,y       X¡ dd,
(7o) -5— =—-52-5-,        "b-- = ~Z2 T~     (i,j = 1,2; 1 *j).

du p0¡ du dv       pdi  dv

We have shown* that these equations are satisfied by the functions Xy given by

(76) \,j di = dijXi — 0, X; 4- 0»Xy (* +i).

Moreover, in consequence of (73) we have

(77) X./0* + Xy<0y-O.

When Si and S2 are transformed by means of the fu ctions 0i2, X12 and

021, X21 respectively, the resulting surfaces coincide.! In fact, if this surface

be denoted by S12, its cartesian coordinates xi2, yu, zi2 are given by equations

of the form

(78) X12 0i a-12 = 012 Xi x - Xi 02 a-i 4- X2 0i 1 ,

or by the equivalent equations

(79) X21 02 a-12 = 021 X2 x - X2 0i a-2 4- Xi 02 Xi.

We say that the surfaces S, Si, S2, S12 form a quatern in accordance with

the theorem of permutability. From (78) it is evident that four corresponding

points M, Mi, M2, M12 on these respective surfaces are coplanar.

We extend these results by considering three linearly independent solutions

of (1), say 0i, 02, 03, and we denote by Si, S2, and S3 the corresponding trans-

forms of S. Furthermore, we denote by S12, S13, and S23 the surfaces which

form quaterns with the respective groups of surfaces, S, Si, S2; S, Si, S3;

S, S2, S3. Since S12 and S13 are transforms of Si, we seek the surface S'

which forms a quatern with them.

If we denote by d{2, \'l2 and 0i3, X¡3 the functions by means of which S12

and S13 are transformed into S', in accordance with (76) we must have

(80) X12 012   =  012 X12  — X12 013 4" X13 012 ,

and analogously to (78),

(81) X;2 012 x' = 0|2 X12 Xi - X12 013 a-12 4- Xis 012 a-13.

In consequence of (78) and a similar expression for .ti3 equation (81) is equiva-

lent to

(82) Xu 012 x' = ( 0'12 X12 0i 4- 013 Xi 02 - 012 Xi 03 ) ^ - 013 X2 a;2 4- 0i2 X3 x3.
fi

On the assumption that S' and each of the triples of surfaces S2, Su, S23

* M., p. 405.

f M., p. 406.
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and S3, S31, S32* form quaterns, the following equations analogous to (82)

must hold
, , x2

X2I 021 a1'   =   ( 021 X21 02 4" 023 Xo 01  —  021 X2 03 ) ñ ^1 ®2* a*l 4" X3 021 a*3,"2

(83)
X"K

X31  031 X'   =   ( 031 X3I 03  4"  032 X3 01   —   031 X3 01 )  T"   —   Xl 032 Xl  4"  X2 031 X2 .
03

If equation (82) and the first of (83) be multiplied by Xi and X2 respectively

and the results be added, it follows in consequence of (73) that the coefficient

of x3 vanishes and consequently we have an expression of the form

Ax' 4- Bxi 4- Cx2 = 0.

Since this equation holds also in the y's and z's, the quantities A, B, and C

must be zero.    Consequently we must have

X2I   = Xl2 ,

012 Xl2 01   =   —   013 Xl 02   +  012 Xl 03  4-  023 X2 01 ,

(84)
021 X2I 02   =    —   023 X2 01  4"  021 X2 03  4"  013 Xl 02 .

From the definition of the functions 0,'; and Xy it follows that

dij  = dji, Xy   = Xji.J

Hence the first of (84) is true and the second and third are equivalent to one

another in consequence of (73) and (77). Furthermore, if we compare the

second of (84) with (78), we see that d[2 defined by this equation is a solution

of the point equation of Si2 and from the general theory it necessarily satisfies

equations analogous to (72), namely

d_ ^2

du

(85) (» *,,■ + *).

If we proceed in like manner with (82) and the second of (83), multiplying

them respectively by Xi and X3, we are brought to the equations

X3 X31 031 — Xl X12 012  = 0,

(86)
031 X31 03  =   —  032 X3 01 4- 031 X3 01 4~ 012 Xl 03 .

By means of equations (73) and equations analogous to (80) we find that

the first of (86) is a consequence of the second and of (84).    Furthermore, as

* From the definition of a surface Sy it follows that S« is the same surface,

t Cf. the previous footnote.

Trans. Am. Math. Sec. 80

t(f)' x )-*-(» d6ik   0 deA
iuiOiiK) - p8iVij~du-~eik^v~)
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the second of (86) is analogous to the second of (84), it follows that 0¡, so

defined satisfies equations (85). Hence all the conditions are satisfied and

not only have we shown that S' exists, but the functions determining S' are

given without quadrature.    Now equations (82) and (83) are reducible to

X' ( 012 X3 + 023 X2 — 013 X2 )   = 023 X2 Xi — 013 X2 X2 + 012 X3 X3 ,

(87) X' ( 012 Xl  - 032 Xl + 031 X2 )   =   -  032 Xl Xi + 031 X2 X2 + 012 \l X% ,

X' ( 013 Xl  —  023 Xl + 021 X3 )   =   —  023 Xl Xl + 013 Xl £2 + 021 X3 Xz ,

which are equivalent to one another.

Hence we have the following generalized theorem of permutability:

Theorem V. If S is any surface referred to a conjugate system with equal

point invariants, and Si, S2, S3 are three surfaces of the same sort obtained

from S by transformations K, and Su, S13, S23 are surfaces which together with

the respective groups S, Si, S2; S, Si, S3; S, S2, S3form quaterns, there exists a

surface S' such that (Si, S12, S13, S'), (S2, Su, S23, S'), (S3, S«, S23, S')

are quaterns. Moreover, when S12, S13, S23 are known, S' can be found without

any quadratures.

8.   Transformations of surfaces O

We consider now two conjugate surfaces C and C0. It is our purpose to

show that, if Ci is a transform of C in the sense of § 6, there exists a surface

C10, such that the surfaces C, Ci, C0, C10 form a quatern (cf. § 7) and that

C10 is conjugate to Ci; that is, the lines joining corresponding points on Ci

and C10 are normal to a family of surfaces Q.

From (78) it follows that the coordinates Xw, yio, zio of C10 are given by

equations of the form

(88) X01 0o £10 = 001 Xo x — Xo 0i Xo + Xi 0O Xi,

where 0oi and X01 are the functions by which C0 is transformed into C10. From

this it is evident that the function ¿10, defined by

(89) X01 0o ho = 001 Xo t — Xo 0i to + Xi 0o ii,

is a solution of the point equation of C10.

We know that the functions

2^x      t ,       2-i^i     '1 >       2-/X0     i0,

where the summation is with respect to the three coordinates, satisfy the

point equations of C, C\, and Co respectively.    We wish to show that

Xoi0o(2>io ~t]o) = 0oiXo(I>2 - t2) -\09iCExl - ti) +Xi0o(2>i -t¡),

which is of the form of (88).
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If we substitute in the left-hand member of this equation the expressions

for a;io, 2/10, zio, fio given by (88) and (89), and make use of the identity

(cf. (76))

(90) X01 0o — Xo 001 ~ Xo 0i 4- Xi 0o,

we get

0oi{Xo0,[E(*o-.r)2- (fo-f)2] -Xi0o[E(a-i-a;)2
(91) ^

- (fi-f)2]} +Xi0o0i[E(^i-^o)2- (fi -fo)2] =0.

From equation (9) and an analogous expression for a;0 we obtain by sub-

traction

(   «i           «o   \y    , (   Q\           bo   \Y       (   wi          ico   \
a;i - Xo = I c- c- I Xi + I c- - .r-   1 X2 4- I c-c-  I A .

\X1TO1     X0m0/ \X1m1     Xom0/ \X1m1     X0m0/

Hence with the aid of (67) we have

rp2

E(*i - xo)2 - (h - t0)2 =rj^-2
Al "li

- (f1-02-2^(fi-f) -2;
' Xo m0 Xo Xi m0 mi '

where we have put

(92) $10 = ai a0 4- 61 60 4- Wi w0.

From the expression for a;0 of the form (9) and from (67) it follows also that

£(a-o-a;)2- (t0-t)2 = 0.

With the aid of these results and equations (63) and (64) we can reduce (91) to

(93) moXo(0oi - 0i) 4- TomiX^h - f) + *io = 0.

It is necessary that 0oi given by (93) shall satisfy equations (72) with

i = 0, j = 1. In order to establish this result we calculate first the deriva-

tives of 4>io. Making use of equations (10) and similar equations for a0,

bo, Wo, we find

VP{mi(a0cos co — 60sinco) (p0i — Xi)

(94)

d<Pio

du

4- m0 (ai cos co — 61 sin co) (p0o — Xo) !,

d$io 1—
-r—= — VG{mi(aocos co 4-Oosin co) (p0i 4-Xi)

4- mo ( ai cos co -f 61 sin co ) ( p0o 4- Xo ) Î.

With the aid of these equations and (64) it is readily found that 0oi satisfies

the above mentioned conditions identically. Hence this value of 0Oi serves

to determine two surfaces Gi and C10 which with G and C0 form a quatern.
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It remains to be shown that Cio is a conjugate surface of d, which necessitates

the condition

(95) ¿10 = h — fio/Xio mo,

and

/<un    dT™ f\ tf0io\3«i dT™ /\      , Xi0io\oii
(96) -fo-rno[\w--^r)Yu,       -^ = m0 ̂  X10 + -gr ) yv ,

from (67) and (43).

From (89), (67), and (95) we have, because of the identity (76) for i = 0,

i = i,

(97) (Tío- ro)0i + (0oi-0i)moXo(ii-i) =0.

With the aid of (90), (76), and (72), we find that Ti0 defined by (97) satisfies

(96) identically. Hence all the conditions are satisfied and the lines joining

corresponding points are normal to a surface Í2.    Consequently we have

Theorem VI. If C and Co are two conjugate surfaces and d is a surface

obtained from C by a transformation Km,, a surface Cio can be found without

quadratures which is conjugate to Ci and in the relation of a transformation Kmi

with Co-

in accordance with the general theory (§ 7) the lines MMo and Mi Mia lie

in a plane. Let £, n, f denote the cartesian coordinates of the point P of

intersection of these lines.    Evidently

,„„. j. .     X0m0 ai Xio m0
(98) £ = x + a   T    (xo — x) = xi -\-^-(xw — Xi),

J 0 l 10

where a and ai denote the distances from M and M i respectively to P.

If £io be replaced by its value from (88), the equality of the two expressions

for £ gives

(aXo m0  ,  ai Xo m0 001 \   ,       . /a        at \

1-~fo~+    6iTio    ] + *°XomoU+7\J

(. x -  001 + 0i \        „- xi I 1 + ai Xo m0 —a—™- 1 = 0.

Since similar equations hold in the y's and z's, the expressions in the paren-

theses must be zero.   These equations are equivalent to

CQQï = - ^ofli _Tiq$i_

{yV> a~       moXo(0oi-0i)'       ai moXo(0oi-0i)'

Equations (68) define a surface S normal to the congruence determined

by C and C0. A surface Si normal to the congruence determined by Ci

and Cio is defined by similar equations. The distances from P to corre-

sponding points M and Mi on these surfaces are t — a and h — ai respectively.
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In consequence of (97) and (99) we have

/1nm        . x   ._TlÊl_       4   J_Tipdl
(100)        t - a  = t 4- .    ((.-77 = fl 4- m   Wfl-77 = fl - (Ti .

Too Ao ( f oi — fi ; mo Ao (. f oi — f i J

Consequently the surfaces S and Si are the envelope of a two-parameter

family of spheres with lines of curvature in correspondence on the two sheets

of the envelope. Since such envelopes of spheres were considered first by

Ribaucour,* we say that Si is obtained from S by a transformation of the

Ribaucour type. We have just seen that Si is found by direct processes

after Si has been determined.    In consequence of Theorem IV we have

Theorem VII. Surfaces £2 admit transformations of the Ribaucour type

into surfaces Í2, and the determination of these transformations requires the

solution of the completely integrable set of equations (2), (10), (61), and (65).

For the sake of brevity we say that Si is obtained from S by a transforma-

tion Ami.

When the values of a and <s\, given by (99) are substituted in (98), the latter

become

,im. ¡. . fl , . 0Q1 X —  diXp
(101) % = x4--ñ-7 (a; - xp) = —-—.

foi — fi foi — fi

In § 5 we remarked that the spheres with centers on G and radii determined

by the corresponding values of f are enveloped by S and a second surface S',

which arises from S by a transformation of the Ribaucour type. In order

that S' arise from S by a transformation A, it is necessary that equations (101)

hold when £ is replaced by x.    Evidently this is impossible.

9.   Theorems of permutability for transformations Km of surfaces G

AND   FOR  TRANSFORMATIONS  Am  OF  SURFACES   Í2

By means of the results of the first part of § 7 we prove

Theorem VIII.    If surfaces Ci and C2 are obtained from a surface C by

transformations Pm, and Kmi, a fourth surface Cu can be found without quad-

ratures which is in the relation of transformations K'm¡ and K'mi with Ci and C2.

The coordinates of a surface S12 forming a quatern with C, Ci, C2 are given

by equations of the form (78), where 02i must satisfy equations (72) with

i = 2, j = 1, and the function X21 is given by (76) with i = 2, j = 1. Since

t, 11, and 12 are solutions of the point equations of C ,Ci, and C2 respectively,

the function fi2, given by

(102) X21 02 fl2   =   021 X2 t  — X2 01 f2 4" Xl 02 11,

'Journal   de   mathématiques  pures  et   appliquées,   ser. 4, vol. 7

(1891), p. 228.
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is a solution of the point equation of S12, as follows from (78). The point

equations of C, Ci and C2 admit also the respective solutions Z).r2 — t2,

£.r2 — t\, and ]£•?! — t\. If the point equation of S12 admits the solution

2a;i2 — ¿12, S12 is a surface C.    This will be the case, if

(103) X21 02 (£*?« - ñt) = 021 X2 (Y,x2-t2) - X2 0i (T,xl - ñ)

+ Xi02(2>2-''i).
This is reducible by means of (102) to

02i{X2 0i[(z2-.r)2- (h-t)2] -\i8iïZ(xi-xf- (ti-t)2}

+ Xi0i02[E(^i-^)2- (h-h)2] = 0.

With the aid of equations of the type (9), (63), (64), and (92) for the surfaces

Ci and C2 this equation can be put in the form

(104) ~K262i(m2 — mi) = m2X20i + ?MiXi02 — <Ei2+mim2XiX2 (h — t) (t2 — t).

Making use of equations analogous to (64) and (94), we can show that 02i so

defined satisfies equations (72) for i = 2, j = 1. Consequently S12 is a

surface C and it is determined without quadratures.

Suppose now that we have a quatern ( C, Ci, C2, C12 ) and let C0, Cio, C20

be surfaces conjugate to C, Ci, G2 respectively. We propose to show that

the surface C which is the transform of C12, Cio, and C20 in accordance with

Theorem V is conjugate to C12.

From (83) it follows that the coordinates x', y', z' of C are given by equa-

tions of the form

X   ( 012 Xo +  020 X2   —   010 X2 )   =   020 X2 Xl   —   010 X2 X2  +  012 Xo .To .

With the aid of (78) this may be given the form

(012X0 +020 X2 - 0ioX2)(.r' - xi2) = (x-Xi)(AB + \i62B -\262C)

+ (x2 - x)^ (AC + Xi 0i B - X2 0i C) + (x-xo)A(A + Xi 02 - X2 0i),
Ai

where

A  = Xl 012  — Xl 02 + X2 01 , -B  =  020 X2 + 02 Xo , C  =  010 Xl + 01 Xo.

This equation is satisfied also by the w's, z's, and t's.

From equations analogous to (9), (63), (64), (67), and (104) we have

¿2(xi - x)2 - (ti-t)2 = 20i/Ximi (¿ = 1,2),

Y,(xo-x)2- (to-t)2 = 0,

T,(*i-*)(**-*) - (h-t)(t2-t) =    Jf"    - (h-t)(t2-t)
mi m2 Ai A2

= -™  ™ \  \  [A(m2 - mi) + mi X2 0i + m2 Xi 02],
mi m.2 Ai A2
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E(*i - x) Oo - x) - (fi - f) (fo - t) = G/miXiXo,

E(a*2 - a-) (.r0 - a-) - (f2 - f) (fo - 0 = B/m2\2\p.

With the aid of these equations we show that

E(*'-*12)2-   (*'-?12)2  =  0.

Hence (§ 6) C and G12 are conjugate surfaces and from Theorem VI we have

Theorem IX. If Si and S2 are two surfaces Í2 obtained from S, a given

surface ß, by transformations Ami and Am,, there can be found without quadra-

tures a fourth surface ß which is in the relation of transformations A'm¡ and A'mi

with both Si and S2.

We have seen that when a surface G is known, so also are two surfaces fi,

namely the sheets S and S' of the envelope of spheres of radius f and centers

on G. In § 5 we showed that as soon as the surface Co has been found, the

surface C'a follows at once. Since the relations between G and Go, and C

and C'0 are of the same kind, the theorem of permutability gives a surface C[a

such that the surfaces C, C0, Ci, C'l0 are related among themselves in the

same manner as G, Go, Ci, Gio. Consequently when a transformation Ami of a

surface S into a surface Si is known, there follows a transformation Ami from S'

into a surface S[, and the latter transformation can be found without quad-

ratures. Moreover, Si and Sí envelop a two-parameter family of spheres

whose centers are on Gi and whose radii are given by fi. Hence the four

surfaces S, S', Si, S[ form a quatern under a theorem of permutability for

general transformations of Ribaucour.*

There is a surface S" which with S constitutes the envelope of the two-

parameter family of spheres whose centers are on Go and whose radii are

given by fo. In this way we get a quatern S, S", Si, S" similar to the last

one mentioned. In a similar manner other quaterns for general transforma-

tions of Ribaucour can be found.

10.   Parallel surfaces fi

In our general discussion of transformations K we pointed out the factf

that when we take 0i = — Xi = 1, the surface Si is an associate of S. In

this case equations (3) and (61) reduce to

dxi _ dx dxi _     &r

~dü = ~ pdü'       ~dv~ Pdv'
(105)

dh _ dt_ öfi _    df

du ~~ du,'        dv dv'

* Bianchi was the first to show that there is a theorem of permutability of transformations

of Ribaucour.

tL. c, p. 401.
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and xi, yi, Zi, h are solutions of the equation

(106) -^- = d l0g ̂ d<¡> + d]°S^d<i>

dudv dv     du du     dv '

In consequence of (105) and similar equations in yi and zi we have

d  ......... (     dx dv dz dt\
Tu(x\ + y\ + z\-^)^-P[xiYu + yxfu + Zi^-tiVu),

d ,   ,        ,        ,       , ̂  f     dx du dz dt\
-U2 + y2i+z2-tl)=p[xiYv+yi/v + ZiFv-ti^).

Making use of these results and (36), we can show that x\ + y\ + z\ — t\ is a

solution of (106). Hence the associate surface of a surface C is also a surface

C, and consequently determines a surface fi. It is our purpose now to

discover the relation between the latter surface £2 and the one determined

by the given surface C.

If we put 0i = — Xi = 1 in equations (72) with i = 1, j = 0, we find with

the aid of (70), (73), and (76)

(107) 010 = Xo,        001 = 1,        Xio = 0o,        Xoi = — 1.

And the equation analogous to (78) reduces to

(108) Xo(.r0 — x) = 0o(zio — Xi).

From the values for 0Oi and Xoi, it follows that S0 and Si0 are associate

surfaces. Hence if So is a surface C so also is Si0. Suppose now that we

have four surfaces C, &, C0, Cio forming a quatern such that the pairs C

and Ci, Co and Cio are associate. We wish to show that if Co is a conjugate

of C so likewise is Cio of Ci.

From (108) it follows that the auxiliary function ti0 of Cio is given by

(109) X0«o - t) = 0o «io - h).

The condition, analogous to (67), that Cio be a conjugate of Ci becomes,

in consequence of (107),

(110) ¿io = h- Tio/domo.

Hence from (67), (109), and (110) we have

(111) T10 = r0.

In consequence of (105) and (107) equations (96) are reducible to

*\ rp *\i j\ rp j\j

(112)      ~eV = mo(Xo - peo)du-,      -aV = mo(Xo + pB(s)dv-

When we substitute the value of 2\0 given by (111), the resulting equations
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are the same as the first two of (43). Hence all the conditions are satisfied

and Gi and Gio are conjugate.    Accordingly we have

Theorem X. If four surfaces C, Ci, Go, Cip form a quatern such that

C and Ci are associate and likeivise Co and do, and if Co is a conjugate of C,

so also is Gio a conjugate of C\. Moreover, the surfaces fi normal respectively

to the lines joining corresponding points on C and Co and on Ci and Gio corre-

spond with parallelism of tangent planes.

The last part of this theorem follows from (108). Hence when we take

0i = 1, the transform of S and S itself correspond with parallelism of tangent

planes instead of constituting the envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres.

From the foregoing results and those of § 9 follows

Theorem XI. If S, Si, S2, S' are four surfaces forming a quatern in

accordance with the theorem of permutability of transformations Am and if S

and Si correspond with parallelism of tangent planes, so also do S2 and S'.

11.     ISOTHERMIC   SURFACES

An isothermic surface is characterized by the property that when its lines

of curvature are parametric, the fundamental quantities P and G are equal,

or can be made so by a change of the parameters.    If we put

Vp = VG = e",
equations (24) become

(113)   »(L).(i.i)^,    *(±\ = ii_iyf.
dv\pij      \p2     pij dv' du\p2J      \pi     p2)du

From these results and (34) it follows that an isothermic surface is a surface fi.

In this case S itself is one of the two surfaces C described by points on the

normal, since the point equation of S has equal invariants and admits the

solution x2 4- y2 4- z2. If we call it C, we have f = 0. From (42) it follows

at once that a0 and 60 are zero and from equations analogous to the last two

of (10) that Wo is constant.

Now p = e~2m, and consequently from (43) we have

(114) 9,*¿.(±-±),        Xo=^(I + I).
v 2m0      \P2     Pi/ 2m0\pi     p2)

If Si also is to be isothermic we must have fi = 0. Equations (67) and

(95) reduce to
f0 =   - M'o/XoTOo, fio  =   — tt'lo/XloTOo,

where evidently Wio is a constant.    In order that these values may satisfy (89),

we must have wip = w0.

For the present case equations (2) are
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(115) -- = - e-2" — — = e-2" —
du du ' dv dv '

With the aid of (113) it is readily shown that the functions (114) satisfy

equations (115). Darboux* pointed out that this value 0o is a solution of

the point equation of isothermic surfaces without an indication of its bearing

in the present case.

We have appliedf the general results of § 1 to the case where S is isothermic

and will not repeat any of that investigation. We content ourselves with the

observation that the point M0 harmonic to a point M of an isothermic surface

S with respect to the corresponding centers of principal curvature of S gen-

erates a surface So upon which the developables of the congruence of normals

to S cut out a conjugate system with equal point invariants. Moreover,

the transformations Dm of S determine transformations Km of So.

12.   Surfaces  with   isothermal  spherical  representation  of  their

lines of curvature

There is one class of surfaces Q whose transformations cannot be handled

as in the preceding pages. They are surfaces whose lines of curvature are

represented on the gaussian unit sphere by an isothermal system. The

normals to such a surface form a congruence of Ribaucour,î and the only

normal congruence of Ribaucour. The developables of the congruence meet

the middle surface of the congruence in a conjugate system with equal point

invariants. Hence the middle surface is a surface C and the surface C0 is at

infinity.

Let M be any minimal surface and S a surface corresponding to M with

orthogonality of linear elements; for the sake of brevity we say that S is an

ortho-surface of M. If lines be drawn through points of S parallel to the

corresponding normals to M', these lines form a normal congruence of Ribau-

cour and S is the middle surface. Moreover, this is the most general way of

obtaining normal congruences of Ribaucour.§ We consider this case and

denote by 2 a surface normal to such a normal congruence of Ribaucour.

Elsewhere|| we have established transformations of the Ribaucour type of

surfaces 2 which are such that if 2 and 2i are two surfaces in the relation of

the transformation there considered, and M and Mi are the minimal surfaces

*Annales de l'école normale supérieure, sér. 3, vol. 16 (1899), p.

503.

t M., pp. 422^28.
t E., p. 422.
§ E., pp. 420-122.
|| These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), pp. 149-177. Hereafter a reference to this

memoir will be of the form Mi, p. —.
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associate to S and Si respectively, then M and M i are the focal surfaces of a

IF-congruence. It is our purpose to apply to this case the general results of

M., §§6, 7, in order to show that the middle surfaces of the congruences of

normals to S and Si are surfaces C in the relation of a transformation Km. In

that event the relation between S and Si is essentially that of a transforma-

tion Am •

Consider a minimal surface M referred to its asymptotic lines.    Its linear

element can be given the form

(116) ds'2 = e~2* idu2 + dv2),

where ^ is a solution of the equation

(117) 13 + 13-*
d2$   a2 $
_~ _i_._~ — 0—h *

du2 ^ dv2

The direction-cosines, A', Y, Z, of the normal to M are solutions of the

equation

(118) d2w      d\p dw     dip dw = Q

dudv      dv  du     du dv

Each solution of this equation determines an ortho-surface of M. In fact,

if w2 is such a solution, here assumed to be linearly independent of X, Y, and Z,

the coordinates of the corresponding ortho-surface S are given by the quad-

ratures*

,....„,      dx       ,, /      dX      ,Tdw2\ dx ,, f     dX      ,rdw2\
<119>     du = e'[W2-dû-X^)' dv,= -e    V^-X^)-

It is readily found that the point equation of S is of the form (1) where

now

(120) 1/Vp" = e*wj.

Since w2 is a solution of (118), there exists a function <j>2 defined by

(121) ^=e2*^,        d-p=-e2^.
du du dv dv

Moreover, <p2 is a solution of (1).    And it is easily shown that P, F, G for S

have the forms (35) and (36) when we take t = <p2.   Hence S is a surface G.

If Xi, Yi, Z\\ X2, Y2, Z2 denote the direction-cosines of the tangents

to the parametric curves of the spherical representation of M, we havej

ax axi      a* ax2   a*
Jü = e   Zl'       ~aü^-äoX2'e   x'     ~dü = JvXl'

— =-e-*x      ^^x dX2=_dJ_
dv '        dv       du    2' dv du

•Mi, p. 151.

t Mi, p. 152.

Î M„ p. 151.
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Hence equations (119) may be written

(122) !*- = eVXi-^X,        p = e*w2X2-d-pX.
du du dv dv

From these expressions we find that the direction-cosines of the normal

to S, say Xo, Y0, Z0, are given by equations of the form

where

H°- = EG - F2 = e2* w\ ["«♦(SMS)"]-
From (122) with the aid of the above equations we find for the second

fundamental coefficients, D, D", of S the expressions

n _ ^v 3>x _      eljá\ d2<f>2  , , ^2 ô*     ^2 d*l
/; - ^Ä0 du2 - ~   Hl du2 + Uh + dv  dv ~ du du] '

n" _ N-r dl* -      tlA \^± d<hd±     dfccty]
1>   - 2>oa?)2 - -    H    [ dtî - W2 - &,   3e + du du]-

In consequence of these values and (120) equations (47) reduce to

To e'2* = m0 w2 ( p0o - X0 ),        To e'2*    = m0 w0 ( p0o + X0 ).

Also from the above values and (48) we have

wo = 1/Hpiv2,        To = 1/wi,

so that the preceding equations are equivalent to

Xo = 0,        0o = l/m0.

Hence, as seen from equations analogous to (9), C0 is at infinity.    Conse-

quently the general formulas hold in this case also.

In accordance with M., § 7 we seek a quatern of IF-congruences for which

the two focal surfaces M and Mi are minimal. From the general theory of

associate surfaces it follows that each surface associate to a given surface, say

So, determines a JF-congruence for which So is one of the focal surfaces. We

have shown* that there exist solutions of equation (118) such that if wi is

such a solution and c&i the function given by

(U6} du * e    du '        dv ~      e    dv'

these functions satisfy the equations

* Mi, p. 155.
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d2<b      di d<p      di d<j>
77 = t~ 7-7-7-4- nie-v iv 4- m<p — w,
du'      du du      do dv

(124)

d2<p a±a^ fyd$
dudv dv du du dv '

d2<p _ d\]/d$ d\p dj>

dv2 du du dv  dv

d2 <p di dcp     di d<¡> ^
4-7- 7--r me-v w — m<p 4- iv,

mhmh^
where to is a constant; moreover, the associate of M given by Wi determines

a IF-congruence for which the second focal surface is minimal. We assume

that Mi is a minimal surface so determined. The linear element of its spherical

representation is of the form (116) where now

(125) e*1 = <T*0iM.*

Since w2 is a solution of (118) it determines an associate of M which in

turn defines a IF-congruence of which M is one focal surface; we call the

second focal surface S2, and denote by S' the fourth surface such that M,

Mi, S2, and S' are the focal surfaces of a quatern of JF-congruences. In

order to find S' we note that if we put

(126) a = e"1 w

equation (118) is replaced by

d2 <r , d2 e*
(127) v-f = e-*7-7-<r.

dudv dudv

Hence when w in (126) is replaced by u\ and w2 we have the values of a,

namely ai and cr2, which determine M i and S2. The corresponding equations

for Mi and S2 are of the formf

(128) jj^ „*.(!).,; (,.!,„.
dudv dudv\o-iJ

Moreover, the respective functions <r[ and a2 which determine S' as the second

focal sheet of the IF-congruences with Mi and S2 as the first focal sheets

respectively are given by M. (92), namely

(i -1,2,/-1,2; i+i).

If w'i denotes the function determining the associate surface of Mi, which

* Mi, p. 157.

t M. (91).
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in turn determines the IF-congruence whose focal surfaces are Mi and 2',

then the equation analogous to (126) is

(130) a\ = e*1 w[.

In consequence of (125) we have

(131) ai a¡ = c6i w\,

so that equations (129) may be replaced by

m  ¿<*-!)--^-!¿(=),      ¿(♦.-i)-'-fá(S)-
Just as w2 determines the ortho-surface S of M, so likewise w[ determines

an ortho-surface Si of Mi. In M., § 7, we showed that S and Si are'in the

relation of a transformation K. It is our purpose now to find the equations

of this transformation.

If we put

(133) a = Xe*,       ß = Fe*,       y = Ze*,

where X, Y, Z are the direction-cosines of the normal to M, it follows from

(126) that a, ß, y are solutions of (127).

From M. (84) and the expression for pi analogous to (120), it follows that

the coordinates xi, yi, zi of Si are of the form

Xi = a!/ Vpi = a' e*1 w\ = a' a[,

where a!, ß', y', bear to the direction-cosines of the normal to 2' a relation

analogous to that expressed by (133). If ai and a2 denote similar func-

tions for Mi and 22 respectively, we have from M. (81) and equations analo-

gous to (133)

a2=Jpx = e-* x/w2,        ai = X' e*1 = X' e~* <f>i/wi,

where X', Y', Z' denote the direction-cosines of Mi.

Between these functions there exists the relation

'             ff21 \
a   = a-(«i - a2),

<?i

as follows from M. (96).    When the above values are substituted, we obtain

(134) Xi + a2e*'X' = x + a[e* X.

Since similar equations hold in the y's and z's, we have that lines through

corresponding points of S and Si parallel to the corresponding normals to

M and Mi meet in a point. We note that as thus drawn these lines generate

normal congruences of Ribaucour.
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If r denotes the distance from a point of S to the corresponding point on

one of the surfaces orthogonal to the first of these congruences, we must have

T,X§uix + rX)=0,       £x£(.T4-rX) = 0.

With the aid of (119) we find that r = <p2 = t, which shows that, as in the

general case, the auxiliary function f measures the distance to the orthogonal

surface.

The corresponding function fi for Si must be <p[ where

,«-.. dd>[        „.  dw', do', „,  dw',
(135 -P = e21"1 tj,       "ST - - e    ST ■

du du dv dv

We have now to show that these values of f and fi satisfy equations (61).

In the first place we must find the expressions for 0 and X in terms of the

functions used in this section.

From M. (85), M. (94), (120), and (131) we have

0 = — 0i w[.

From (5) and the expression for px analogous to (120), namely _\Pi = e~*1/w¡

we find

X = Wi/w2.

Substituting these expressions in (61), we find that both are satisfied pro-

vided that

(136) 4>[ = <f>2 4- i w[ - w2 ) (pi/wi.

It is readily shown that this value of cb[ satisfies equations (135).

In consequence of (126) and (130) equation (136) can be written

(137) <p\ 4- 0-2 e*1 = <P2 4- «r'i e* .

From this it follows that the point whose coordinates are of the form (134) is

equidistant from the two surfaces normal to the two congruences of Ribaucour

just considered, and whose cartesian coordinates are of the form

(138) x + & X,       Xi + <p[X',
respectively.

The functions <pi and wi satisfying equations (123) and (124) determine

the most general minimal surface M i such that M and Mi are the focal surfaces

of a IF-congruence. From the general theory* we know that wi determines

an ortho-surface, whose coordinates are given by quadratures similar to (119),

and that this surface is associate to a unique ortho-surface of Mi, in which

* E., pp. 417-420.
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sense it may be said to determine Mi. In view of these various results we

have

Theorem XIV. If two minimal surfaces, M and Mi, are the focal surfaces

of a W-congruence, and S is any ortho-surface of M other than the one determining

Mi, there exists an ortho-surface Si of Mi, which can be found without quad-

ratures, such that S and Si are tivo surfaces C in the relation of a transformation

K. Moreover, the lines through corresponding points on S and Si parallel to

the normals to M and Mi respectively at corresponding points meet in points P

and are normal to two surfaces £2 which envelop a two-parameter family of spheres

ichose centers are the points P.

Consequently surfaces with isothermal spherical representation of their

lines of curvature admit transformations Am.

Princeton University,
November 20, 1914.


